
INVERSE KINEMATICS 
Numerical Solution  



Classes online 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAQopGWlIcyaqDBW1zSKx7lHfVcOmWSWt



Is it the same robot?



Inverse Position: A Geometric Approach
EX (offset d) : finding θ1 Articulated Configuration



Inverse Position: A Geometric Approach
EX 3 (the robotic arm has offset d) : finding θ1

Refer to the same procedure of previous slides (articulated elbow) for the missing 
angles θ2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 θ3

Articulated Configuration

Right Arm Configuration



Inverse Position: A Geometric Approach
EX 3 (offset d) : finding θ1

Articulated Configuration

Left Arm Configuration





Why 8 solutions? Spherical Wrist







Numerical Methods.
When using it?



Numerical approach



Numerical method 1: Newton 

It is a linearization using a Taylor series expansion.

The Jacobian is evaluated in the qk which is the iteration number k and 

not the kth component of the joint variable vector. 

What we obtained is a linear function in q.



How do we solve? Next qk+1

We extract q and we have to invert the jacobian to find it.

We call the solution qk+1

This term is the Error: the difference between rd which is where the robot should be 

and the 

actual position evaluated by the direct kinematics fr(q) in qk

If the Error is zero we have solved our problem and because qk+1= qk

Otherwise we continue the iteration until and whenever a convergence is 
found



When it works and does not?

Convergence is assured if my initial set of joint coordinates (guess) q0 is close to a possible 

solution or of or the possible solutions for the desired task rd

If a work with the algorithm in a qk which is close to a singular configuration, when my 

jacobian is loosing rank (det(J)) close to zero), then the algorithm becomes unstable because 

I am multiplying the error for a large number.



When it works and does not?

Introduce the pseudo inverse



How it works this method?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:NewtonIteration_Ani.gif

In case of multidimensional calculus 



Numerical method 2: Gradient

In  multidimensional problem we want to find the gradient which is zero and there fore we are in a 
point of minimum, where the difference between the fr(q) and rd is close to zero.

We choose the norm of H(q): it always positive or zero when we have solution.

The method is the following: 

The iteration to be set up is this with 𝛼 which is 
the iteration step.



Numerical method 2: Gradient

The good advantage respect to the Newton method is that we don t use 
an inverse of the Jacobian and therefore there is no danger of unstable 
computations.







Case Study Newton Vs Gradient



Case Study Newton Vs Gradient

rd - fr(q)

























The end!


